Material World
with Quentin Cooper


Quentin Cooper : Just one part,not twenty.
Hello,today,think Bladerunner,think AI,think those cheesy Johnny Vaughn cider ads.In the fantasy future,machines maybe confused for humans.But right now isn't it simple to tell them apart.Not always.
This weekend several computers will attempt to pass themselves off as people in order to win the Lerbner prize,we'll be considering their chances of success.
First though, splitting the illusions and confusion from fusion.The scientific community's long blown hot and cold about nuclear fusion,especially since March 1989 when the world learned of an amazing breakthrough.

"Now let us turn to nuclear fusion.They call it the holy grail of science.They've been working on it for years and now two scientists say they have cracked it.What's more they say they have achieved sustained nuclear fusion in a simple test tube experiment at room temperature.The two men are professor Martin Fleischmann..."

The reason for such excitement then over so-called cold fusion is that energy is usually unleashed in fusion reactions at tens or hundreds of millions of degrees Celsius.It's the power source of the sun and other stars.Successful fusion a much lower temperatures would mean such reactions could be produced and controlled here on Earth,without any of the nasty hard to dispose of radioactive waste you get with the form of energy we currently use for our power plants nuclear fission.
Now as you may have noticed the cold fusion golden age has not yet dawned,those 1989 results proved almost impossible to replicate and as a result fusion research faded into the background. Now though - amid growing worries of the costs and consequences of nuclear fusion,and the inevitable exhaustion of our fossil fuels - there's renewed interest in fusion as a long term solution to out energy problems.But has there been any genuine progress meantime in harnessing it's potential?

Well with me are professor Steve Cowley - head of the Plasma Physics at Imperial College in London,and Derek Robinson - head of the UK Atomic Energy Authority's fusion association at Cullen.

Steve Cowley,just so as we're not unclear about nuclear,what's fusion? How does it produce energy?

Steve Cowley : Well fusion is when you take light nuclei that's - at the beginning of the periodic table,the nuclei from there such as Hydrogen isotopes the very...the smallest nuclei and you stick them together and they fuse,and when they fuse,they become a heavier nucleus,and in the case of Hydrogen that's Helium and they release some energy,and this is in fact the energy that makes stars shine.

Quentin Cooper : When you say "stick together" you make it sound terribly straightforward,but I guess it's not?

Steve Cowley : It's not straightforward,and the reason it's not straightforward is -is you as you bring the nuclei together - they repel each other,and they keep repelling each other until you get them enormously close,sort of about a millionth of a millionth of a millimetre,and when you get them that close - they attract each other and they stick together.

[Sounds fun at that proximity! -LB]

And I always make this analogy when I am trying to explain this to people,is it's a bit like playing a very hard game of crazy golf (Quentin laughs) - right? You've got this golf course on which all the holes are on the top of great big mounds and they're every tiny.

[I know a few places like that -LB]

And you're trying to get your golf ball into that little hole on top of this mound.You have to - to get it up the mound - hit the  golf ball extremely hard,right? And extremely accurately so it'll go right in that whole.

[This has shed a whole new lascivious light on golf for me - presumably one shouts "fore-skin" before the ball penetrates the hole?? Physics has very lude analogies, I guess we'd be using a wood to knock the ball in? I guess to be as accurate as that one needs to "use the force Luke" -LB]

Right? And if you imagine that's an analogy of how you're trying to get two tiny little nuclei to get together close enough that they then will attract.

[I think I've been through that process -LB]

Quentin Cooper : Suddenly if you do get all the rest of it right,suddenly...

Steve Cowley : Suddenly,it will drop in the cup of the golf hole,right?

[I suspect there will be a sudden release of energy as the ball penetrates the cup,a sort of "sigh" - LB]

Quentin Cooper : But I mean the point is this is very tricky and in order to do this,getting away from the analogy - this is why we're talking about extremely high temperatures involved.

[I'm sure there are -LB]

Steve Cowley : Yes,so how do you imagine you might do it right?

[I think my imagination is way ahead of you Steve <chuckle> -LB]

So we can't exactly line up nuclei and fire them at each other.So what we imagine is we get lots of nuclei in what's called a plasma.

[A sort of nuclear orgy then? This analogy is working for me! -LB]

The nuclei and the electrons are split up,and we get them moving really fast- that  means they're very hot,right? And they bump into each other randomly,right? And when they bump into each other,they are just hitting right on,and if you're dead on,you'll fuse,right?
So they bump into each other very many times,occasionally it'll hit straight on and that'll be a fusion.

[So Steve's version of merging - is you randomly stab around hoping to get your ball in the hole and sooner or later - it'll happen - because BY CHANCE - a collision must happen ON AVERAGE part of the time -LB]

So what you've got to have is this plasma that's extremely hot with all these nuclei running around extremely fast,bumping in to each other.

[I should point out that Alistair B Fraser : http://www.ems.psu.edu/~fraser/BadScience.html  - objects to phrases like "nuclei running around" - because nuclei do not have legs - I agree.It's often hard to translate what they ARE in fact doing without using real world terms - so the lay person can understand - LB]




Quentin Cooper : And Derek Robinson,if you've got this plasma that's very hot - what have you got it in?

Derek Robinson : Well,the way  we keep these plasmas away from the walls so it doesn't cool down is to use a magnetic field.That allows you to take the plasma away from the wall and of course the first thing you think about,well alright you can get it off the wall,what about the ends,and so the natural way that everybody thinks about then is alright you bend it into a torus,so the ends are closed.
So the particles then follow the magnetic field - you get the plasma hot - they then become ionised - the particles then follow the field lines round in spiral orbits,and they come back and connect on themselves,and so this is the basic idea which came up really quite a long time ago,to generate these magnetic fields,to hold this plasma in place,keep it off the walls,and to get it hot,and what you can do is use a transformer around this toroidal ring,and induce a current and the current itself starts to heat the plasma up and you start to get it hot.

Quentin Cooper :  Right,now a toroidal ring I should say in sort of Homer Simpson physics terminology is a doughnut shape isn't it?

[Yes do that Quent because we all know that the average capability of following physics is that of Homer Simpson,he even turned up on "Equinox" to help explain Black Holes and Relativity!
see Page Address: http://www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/klein2.html for a link to dressmaking - as opposed to golf -LB]

Derek Robinson : A doughnut- yes it's a doughnut.

Quentin Cooper :  It's a doughnut shape.We're talking about controlling things at enormous temperatures...

Derek Robinson :  That's right...that's right.

Quentin Cooper :  ...using magnetic fields.This is pretty tricky to bring off,and it also takes a lot of energy in itself doesn't it?

[A lot of things are tricky to bring off and take a lot of energy -LB]

Derek Robinson :  It does. You've got to provide the currents in the magnets.Usually the way we do it is either in water cooled copper - which is a conventional magnet - the way our big experiments work at present - but we also - the way you'd do it in the future,and we do it in some existing experiments is to use superconducting magnets.You know something where you cool down to liquid helium temperatures,where the resistance of the material falls to very low level,so the amount of power you have to put in the coils starts to become really quite small,and if you get the plasma hot enough,and you start to overcome the losses,you can get an energy gain,you can overcome these losses,then you become of real interest to utilities and power companies,because then you can start to provide a net energy gain from these systems.

Quentin Cooper : Now before we just go on to address the if,if,and ifs of your previous sentence.There is another way of course,which is what people have looked at before...

Derek Robinson : Right.

Quentin Cooper : ...which is cold fusion,because if you could achieve cold fusion,you don't have to have these high temperatures.Now what is the state of play with cold fusion.

Derek Robinson : Well cold fusion,if one goes back in time to just after the war - indeed there were ideas about cold fusion,very different to the test tube one's which was to use a muon - which is essentially a heavy electron,you could get two reacting nuclei for fusion - the two isotopes of Hydrogen and bring them together and where fusion could occur,and people saw that if you could fire pions into a chamber so that they became muons you could bring these two nuclei together,essentially at room temperatures. This was looked at,and it still is being looked at,the only problem or the snag with this is that fusion produces as its waste product Helium,and this starts to poison the whole thing.
But the one you're referring to,the test tube one.The ideas here were well we store our Hydrogen which we use in our devices using something Palladium or Titanium usually one of these metals which stores the Hydrogen in a lattice,and the interest there was whether because it was locked in the lattice,if you excited it by performing electrolysis in the test tube 
using such a cell,you could actually get sufficient reactions that maybe fusion would occur

[Oh so now we're getting excited in someone's tubes - I see. I should expect a reaction and fusion if I was getting excited in someone's tubes! -LB]

And this was something people looked at - they looked at the data,and thought "Boy look at this there's the odd,very small amount of nuclear activity",it's of no real use to anybody- but people did detect something.

Quentin Cooper : And the important thing about all this is it's not enough simply to have a phenomenon,you've got to have the practical application of it.

Derek Robinson : You've got to have the application,and that's the point in a sense.Even if you find there's a small amount of some activity there,which maybe of scientific interest,does it have any real interest to man in the sense of the future in providing energy to us?

Quentin Cooper :  But Steve Cowley,there are terms here where the excitement about cold fusion may have distracted people from interest in fusion itself,and there fashions and fads in science however practical you are?

Steve Cowley : I'm not sure it wasn't actually,you know a good thing for science,even though they were probably pretty much wrong about everything,it...people suddenly realised you know science has great findings and that fusion is something that we would really like to have,right? It is just a very good way to make energy,and we need a very good way to make energy.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay well let's go back to some of these if,if and ifs that Derek was on about before we got to cold fusion.what state of play are we at now then? We've decided that fusion is a good thing we want it, we like it,there's not necessarily the by-products that we've had with fission,but can be get these magnetic toruses to work can be something which gives us more energy than we have to put in?

Steve Cowley : That's the key question.Can we get much more energy actually than we put in? Because there's always inefficiency,right? And the trick is to make a very good very good magnetic bottle,right? There is always a certain amount of leakage from this magnetic field held plasma. A little leakage of heat out to the outside and you've got to replace that heat,right? And that's your essential inefficiency,and if you're not making much more fusion power than the heat that you have to replace,then you're not doing very well.But we're close,see JET right,produced 60% of the energy came out as fusion power.

Quentin Cooper :  Joint European Torus I should say,but carry on.

Steve Cowley : Yes,sorry,the Joint European Torus which is sited near Oxford. So in that experiment right,we were pretty much close to that break even level,right,where we're doing something. I think the community is at a level that we know that we're going to do fusion. Exactly when,and how is a little more tricky.

Quentin Cooper :   Derek I am sure you can agree,but obviously I am sampling from a slightly contaminated pool here,because obviously you're not going to say it's a disaster (Steve and Derek laugh),it's a complete waste of time,you either going to say "we've got there" or "we're close" - those are the only two available answers aren't they?

Derek Robinson : Mmm,well Steve's already said that we've got to that quite exciting point. We've seen the first evidence,that fusion starts to work. We actually see the fusion processes. They're fast Helium particles slowing down the plasma starting to heat the plasma up,so we actually see that first sign that fusion really can work. It allows us to then understand more the process that's going on,and how we move forward to the next generation devices in other words what would follow JET.What device then do we need,definitely done in an international context,which would produce a sustained burning plasma? Something with an energy gain not of 60%,but of 10 or more,something that a power plant would need -which is probably in the region of 20 or 30 something like that.

Quentin Cooper :  So let's say Stave,let's agree that things are moving forward,but aren't attitudes also shifting as you're doing it? Don't a lot of us have preconceptions about atomic power,it maybe that it's all because of fission,but don't we tar fusion with the same brush? We associate it with dirty...there have been recent statistics showing that actually atomic energy is actually the most expensive form of energy to generate,more than coal and gas,and isn't there are danger than people,even governments are going to move away from this.

Steve Cowley :  I'm not an expert in how much it costs to generate electricity,but fusion is different,it has a much lower impact,in terms of its radioactive contamination,it's much safer,and I think you know people are smart,you know,they'll see that this is something they really want.

Quentin Cooper :  Derek,how far away are we from a working fusion based power station?

Derek Robinson : Well,I think one of the things that you've  just been talking about which is very important to us,is at Cullen where the JET device actually is,it's open, we have lot's of visitors who come round,who get the opportunity to see what fusion is all about.Here's something which is a small fusion power plant,it's not the full thing,but much of the technologies,jointly developed with industry,a lot of the science done jointly done with the Universities,is there for people to see. And the next real step is the one that counts.We've got enough understanding of that,but the next one we've got very good confidence of the science. We've got good confidence from industry - it does know how to build all the key things - the coil,the structure,the vessel - how to maintain this ,how to handle it,how to deal with all the material issues. So we think we've got a pretty good basis now,and out predictions are that if we can get the political will,the agreement among the different parties to go ahead,in 20 years we would have half a gigawatt of fusion power,perhaps half an hour,maybe even an hour, something like that,sitting there,and that should put it on the map,in the sense that utilities can say "Look it's available,it's there,it's something we can take forward".

Quentin Cooper : What's that in terms of the national power consumption,I've no idea what that figure means.

Derek Robinson :  I always compare it with...we  have a very large power plant which is principally coal fired,but also gas fired,right next to Cullen,Didcott power station.....

Quentin Cooper :  Oh yes.

Derek Robinson : ....which produces about 2 gigawatts of electricity,so it's sort of sets the scale.In other words we'd be producing fusion power on a scale comparable to an existing power plant,but we would not initially produce electricity,I mean that's the last bit,that's the easy bit,we've got to show that we can make it sit there,keep it there,make sure we maintain it,and make sure it does all the things that we the physicists and the engineers predict,and then you build a power plant,you follow that with your power plant and you then check the economics,the reliability,the availability.

Quentin Cooper :   And the public concerns...

Derek Robinson : Of course.

Quentin Cooper :   ...because I can imagine for instance,even if you've got a completely safe fusion power plant,people won't necessarily want it in Didcott...

Derek Robinson : Yes.

Quentin Cooper : ..they might want it somewhere rather more isolated.

Derek Robinson : which is why it's very important for us as it is to educate people,to come and see what we have in the European programme at Cullen,and on an international basis too.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay Steve, that's a 20/20 vision,well a 2021 if you want to be precise from Derek,what's your best guess for when we might have this sort of thing online?

Steve Cowley : I always hope,since I am an academic,that the students around and things, that one of my students will come to me one day, and it's 3 years from now,because they'll have some really smart idea that'll change the thing,but I guess 20 years is probably a good estimate.

Quentin Cooper :   Or three years if you apply now to Imperial College (laughter).Steve Cowley,Derek Robinson,thankyou very much indeed. And for a fusion of what they've just been talking about,and what we're about to go onto,which provides an almost limitless clean source of information,head for the Material World webpages.Go to www.bbc.co.uk/radio4 that's all one word with the 4 as a number,and we're in the list of regular programmes.
 Among other things you'll find a link to the website for Spielberg's latest confounding confection "AI".

"I propose that we build a robot child who can love. A robot child who will genuinely love the parent or parents it imprints on,with a love that will never end."
" A child substitute Mecca"
"But a Mecca with a mind,with neuronal feedback.You see,what I'm suggesting is that love will be the key by which they acquire a kind of subconscious,never before achieved."

Quentin Cooper :  Now,no time to go into the plot,listen to Andrew Collins on Saturdays for that sort of thing,but suffice to say that AI - is short for Artificial Intelligence,and the film is about thinking machines.  Visit is it the film's website and if you click on Turing Test you'll find yourself engaged in typed conversation by someone - well something-called Alice.

"Hello what is your name"
"Material World"
"Nice to meet you Material World"
"What is Artificial Intelligence?"
"Artificial Intelligence is the branch of engineering and science devoted to constructing machines that think"
"What is the Turing Test?"
"The Turing Test is the name given to a variety of experiments designed to test computer thinking.Whole conferences are dedicated to the question of what Alan Turing meant in his 1950 paper ' Computing machinery and Intelligence" - where he proposed the idea of an imitation game do decide the question 'can machines think?'"
"Did you see the England game on Saturday?"
"Sorry I can't see anything right now,my eye is off"

Quentin Cooper : No danger of anyone thinking that Chatbot Alice is human,but on Saturday at the science museum,it's this years finals of the Learbner prize in which - by just the kind of typed exchanges I just had - judges will attempt to work out whether they are conversing with a person or a computer.But is this - as Turing intended - a genuine test of artificial intelligence or a more a exercise in simulation and mimicry?
With me is Igor Alexander - head of the Intelligent and Interactive Systems group at Imperial College in London,and on the line from Brighton is Margaret Boden professor of Philosophy and Psychology at Sussex University and author of what was the definitive textbook on AI when I studied it;"Artificial Intelligence and Natural Man".
 Igor Alexander,so tell us what's happening on Saturday- who's competing  and what's this prize?

Igor Alexander : Well the Lerbner prize is something that's been around for exactly 11 years now and it's inspired by the Turing test and it has to do with chatting over an email line with 10 so called confederates - now some of those are human and others are computers,and there's a group of 10 judges who have to decide which are computers and which are human,and the computer that most fools the judges gets a prize of $2000 but lurking in the background is $100,000 which goes to the computer that completely fools the judges into thinking it's human.
Now over the last 11 years it's never happened - it's unlikely to happen this year- but that's the essence of it,and people compete in order to produce these computer programmes.

Quentin Cooper :  Margaret Boden is this competition something which reflects cutting edge artificial intelligence or is it sort of a more wordy version of robot wars?

Margaret Boden : Well it's the latter,Quentin I think. I don't think it has any scientific interest at all and basically the reason for that is that AI in almost all cases isn't attempting to make things that can fool you into thinking they're a human being.
[The point being that you'll be fooled - it will be your inability to tell which is a test of your intelligence more than it is the AI system - LB]

I suppose one exception might be if you're working on speech production systems,you know the sort of thing that Stephen Hawking uses,then obviously the more human it sounds - the better - but that's not to fool people,so much as to make them feel at ease,you know that there listening to something very like a human voice which they know is actually being worked if you like a real intelligent - very intelligent - human being in this case.
So I think it's irrelevant,and actually the programs that win the Lerbner prize each year - if you look back haven't actually been the most interesting programs at all - they already exist.

Quentin Cooper : So Igor,it's irrelevant,it's not scientific,and yet it's got this basis with the Turing test and of course this is named after Alan Turing our most revered computer pioneer?

Igor Alexander : Well Turing was actually a little more subtle than Lerbner.He watched a game that was being played in Cambridge - where there was a judge and then a man and a woman,and the judge was talking to the man and the woman across what were teletype lines in those days,so that he couldn't work out....see or hear these people...

Quentin Cooper :  Right,proto email,right.

Igor Alexander : Proto email yes! And the question was which was the man and which was the woman, and the woman was supposed to be helpful - so if she was asked a direct question - she'd say "Yes I'm the woman".If the man was asked a direct question he'd say "Yes I'm the woman" and so this game was played to see whether the judge could find subtle enough questions to distinguish between the two.
Now what Turing actually said was that the man has to be devious and that means that in some way he has to have an intelligence that understands the difference between men and women and almost everything else,and he asked the question - Turing did - "If that man could be replaced by a computer and the game would still have the same interest,then the computer would be intelligent". Not that's quite along way from just chatting over a line with a computer,and indeed I'm rather sorry that that ethos of that kind of intelligence has been lost in the Lerbner prize.

Quentin Cooper :  So Margaret, if we did have something that stuck more to that ethos,and that could perhaps ultimately genuinely carry on a conversation and you could fool somebody whatever the domain was,would even that be useful in terms of understanding artificial intelligence?

Margaret Boden : Well....

Quentin Cooper : I know we're a long way from that here,with this particular prize!

Margaret Boden : Oh a very very long way! Well,it depends.If they were able to do that then they would be able to build all sorts of commercially useful gizmos that various sorts of company could use,stick on the end of their telephone lines,where instead of having a menu,you know where you press button one,press button two etc you could have something more like  genuine conversation and I'm sure it would make a lot of money,and so on,but what's that got to do with science?
What it would need to do is have a theoretical insights in it about on the one hand the structure of language [See Godel Escher & Bach] and how we manage to use and understand language - which would help us to understand the human mind,because that is the other aim of AI.I mean it's partly trying to make gizmos that will do useful things,and....

Quentin Cooper : So part A is gizmos,part B perhaps the one that you sound like you're more interested in is understanding our minds?

Margaret Boden : Oh certainly that's what I'm interested in.Now not everybody in AI is,now you don't have to be,I mean there's nothing wrong with being interested in building a useful gizmo and if you find something that will...you can make it work without knowing or using the ways in which we do,so well that's fine.
But if you want to use it as,if you like,a scientific enterprise,a way of doing psychology - so to speak - then of course you have to think about human beings do it,and actually the paper that Turing wrote that all this arose from,he was doing two things there,and one of which he was doing very much for real,and that got ignored certainly by the philosophers,though not by the AI people,and the other one he was doing as a joke,and that's the one that everybody latches onto. [Igor sniggers]
I mean,on the one hand he was saying "Look,in principle there could be computers doing the sorts of things minds do.I,Turing,believe that,of course I can't prove it - it's far too early".
But he gave various very interesting and in fact very fruitful ideas about how you might try to go about it.That's one thing he was doing.
Now the philosophers,just ignored that.They looked at the part of the paper which was - according to Robin Ghandi who was a friend of his and was there at the time he was writing it - apparently he was writing this howling with laughter and was putting it in as a sort of a joke. So he wasn't really intending it as a definition of intelligence.All he was saying was "Well you know,you could in principle get a computer to do these sorts of things,and if you did,if you managed to do that,then there wouldn't really be any point anymore in arguing about the words."

Quentin Cooper : Igor Alexander it sounds almost the way Margaret tells it,like it's a cautionary tale against scientists showing signs of a sense of humour here.

[What do you mean? - We all know they haven't got one! -LB]

Especially if the rest of us don't get their jokes! [Giggles break out]

Igor Alexander : No I agree with Margaret,that in fact the Turing test and everything that has come from it,does not relate to the discovery of how intelligence might come about in complex mechanisms,and the directions which AI is going in,or part of it is going in,outside of making clever gizmos,is indeed to try and understand the workings of the brain a little better,and there you might end up with a system that's enormously interesting but can't and 2 and 2 and make 5 or whatever it is. 
[And most people would say "What use is that?" - those are the people who lack vision an understanding -LB]

So the business of making gizmos and trying to understand the brain is separating because the brain is such a complex mechanism

[The AI people still think though that the brain is a "mechanism" and can function as a series of parts make up a machine - Roger Penrose thinks it isn't,and after Turing suggests it isn't a series of algorithms -LB]

 and it has not only electrical signals going through it,but chemical signals and interactions between the two and muscular signals and all that. Now that makes it very interesting for AI people to follow,but we're not going to end up with a machine that'll win the Lerbner prize.
But we may end up being a lot richer in terms of what we know of the human brain.

Quentin Cooper :  You say some of this..

Margaret Boden :  And could I ..sorry...

Quentin Cooper :   Yes Margaret please do

Margaret Boden : Could add something to that Quentin? To go back to your clip from that ghastly film [splutters of laughter],Spielberg's film AI. Talking about love,now if you really were seriously trying to build robot or write a computer program which could even kid people,you know that it loved somebody,the first thing you'd have to do is to think about the concept of love.

[Actually it's already been achieved - I am THAT robot -LB]

Because the concept of love is a very,very complex one actually.It includes all sorts of things like knowing about someone's goals,motives,purposes,ways of working out possible consequences,ways of valuing one other person possibly even above themselves,

[Asimov's 3 laws of robotics were a good stab in the right direction -LB]

certainly above others,and taking all that sort of thing into account when they decide what to do. I mean if you think of the whole range of things that someone can do that would make somebody else say "Well you don't really love me" that'll help you to get the complexity of the concept,and all that....

Quentin Cooper :   So isn't that the positive side of this though Margaret? That by attempting to imitate,by attempting to understand these things we actually come to appreciate our own complexity more?

[Yes - which is why study of Roger Penrose's works leads to a deep understanding of oneself - we get to know just HOW like a robot we're NOT -LB]

Margaret Boden : Oh absolutely. That's absolutely right,I mean I would say,certainly as far as I am concerned that's the most interesting lesson of AI.It's helped us to appreciate the huge complexity of the human mind,but you see,notice I use the word "mind",where Igor uses the word "brain" -now I am not being dualist,I mean as far as I am concerned the mind is what the brain does [I agree- LB].
But when you have a really complex concept like love for example,there's no way that you can start out by describing that at the level of the brain.

[That's because it has several levels of explanation - including social - Pirsig's levels of Organic Inorganic, Social and Biological apply - See "Lila" - LB]

I mean even if we knew what circuits were involved,you have also to be able to describe it at the psychological level [It's in the realms of emergent systems that maths helps with that -LB] and that itself is not an easy thing to do.

[Recent mail from Ian Stewart ---when asked the question "Has chaos theory found any useful application in the social sciences?"
"There's been some interesting work on a metaphorical level interpreting history via chaos and complexity.
I don't know of any quantitative work that is convincing.
Ian Stewart"]

Quentin Cooper :  Igor we've...alarm bells are sounding in my head here,because we've got less than a minute to go and Margaret's raised mind/brain /dualism,but I feel  I ought to let you respond to what she's said.

Igor Alexander : Well I think one has to actually understand how the brain works if one is going to try and understand where emotions come from,what are they like and what happens when the brain is damaged.This is an incredibly important area and we do have to have some mechanistic understanding of these things so that when we end up in hospital with a lesioned brain or a disease,the neurologist is able to do something about it rather than leave it to an after dinner conversation.

[Exactly - mystical views of "mind" just aren't helpful - at the core of the existence of a mind - is a functioning brain that relies on physics - if the brain stops so does the mind - the mind is a property of brain function - the AI people think that mind can be produced by reproducing the brain - whereas without exploiting the exact nature that the brain uses - the quantum properties - the possibility of a thinking machine is unlikely.
 Using "bits" won't do it - as it needs algorithms - using "qubits" might do it as it works in an entirely different way - the way a brain does -LB]


Quentin Cooper :  But briefly -aren't all these areas coming together though? That as we begin to think more about our nature, as we begin to try to build machines,and also as computing power increases we are making progress.

[See www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/chess.html {The King makes his move....Moore's law} & world 35.rtf]

I'm not quite sure where to.

Igor Alexander :  I think that's absolutely right and it's brought engineers like myself together with neurologists and it's only those sorts of teams that are beginning to get...and indeed including philosophers and historians...we end up getting to understand things.
 
Quentin Cooper :  Okay more understanding coming I hope,professors Igor Alexander, Magaret Boden,thanks for your genuine intelligence.
Next Thursday we're joined by Nobel Laureate James Watson,one of the two main intellectual strands that went into the discovery of the double helix of DNA.I'll be talking to him about how aged 24 he helped unlock one of life's biggest secrets and about the other biological challenges he's pursued in the almost half century since.
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